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Abstract: 
 Today Highly secure or virtual grid is very demanding in which you can share any resource from any cluster even with existence 

of fault in system. This paper gives a method to improve the resource utilization with maximum efficiency and throughput even in 

occurrence of fault in system. It contains three phases Job analysis, Resource allocation phase, Job execution phase (with 

replication, check pointing and scheduling). It makes the list of resources with their capabilities that reduce the selecting chances 

of resource which have more failure probability with respect to processor, memory and system etc. It also increases the 

throughput of system by simultaneous work of log entry by check pointing and execution of job or by reducing the time  
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I.           INTRODUCTION 

The basic objective of all these entities is to offer fault tolerant 
grid environment by using a best method with low cost. It has 

been observed that many methodologies and algorithms have 

been applied in literature for the proposed work. The rate of 

increase in network bandwidth is increasing at a rate faster 

than that of processor speed which means that the way to 

make best use of computing power is to network many 

computers together in an efficient fashion. Grid computing is 

best seen to do this. 

 

The main aim is to resolve all the problems occurred due to 

fault occurrence. There are so many algorithms made for these 

like fault index update algorithm (To do indexing for 
checkpoint manager), RRSA algorithm (for replication), 

Checkpoint setter algorithm (to set the interval at which 

checkpoint is to be set). 

 

II. PROPOSED MODEL FOR FAULT TOLERANT 

GRID SYSTEM 

Job Analyzer: Here the system receives the job request and 

sends it to the Job analyzer. The Job analyzer analyzes the job 

and generates the report according to the each job’s nature and 

its requirements. Some mechanism will be used to find out 

nature of job like requirement of high speed resource and else. 
Requirement generator generates report for that. 

 

Resource allocation Manager: Allocation manager generates 

the table of resources which will contain information of 

resources and Resource property (capabilities with respect to 

speed, memory and bandwidth of each resource). Then the 

resource with least failure rate is allocated to the job by 

resource mapping. After selecting the respective resource, the 

job will be scheduled in that selected resource by allocation 

manager of Resource allocation phase. 

 

Execution Manager: After starting the job execution, Job 
manager calls the checkpoint manager to find the optimal 

number of checkpoints to reduce the Check pointing time, 

Replication manager to take the optimized no. of replicated 

copies to be required. Checkpoint manager saves the status  of 

previous task1 in slot of Task2 rather taking a different slot to 

make the job execution fast and updates the status of the job 

completion with its table periodically and passes this 

information’s to the Job manager.  

 

 
FIGURE 1 

   CHECKPOINTING  DURING  EXECUTION 

 

During execution, if the job is failed to proceed rather than 

data insufficiency, then the job will be allocated to the next 
available resource which have the highest priority from the 

resource table by their recent state that will be stored through 

check pointing in resource allocation phase. During 

interruption, the Execution manager takes care about the 

selection of next optimal resource and submits the interrupted 

job from its last saved state and continues to monitor the job 

till its completion. On successful completion of the job 

execution, the Execution manager returns the output to the 

user via Resource broker. 
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FIGURE 2 

FAULT TOLERANT MODEL 

 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Job Analyzer: 

Step 1 Get all user requests 

 
Step 2 Analyze the jobs and return requirement report 

to Allocation Manager and user jobs database 

 

Allocation Manager: 

Step 3 Do the mapping of resources and jobs 

according to their fitness  

 

Execution Manager: 

Step 4 Start Execution 

 

Step 5 Do check pointing and replication on a regular 
interval without disturbing execution 

 

Step 6 If any fault occur make entry in user jobs 

database and return job to Job Analyzer again (Step1)  

 

Step 7 Otherwise Complete Job 

 

 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

This technique can be extended to include network failure, 

data, service resource failures and server crash. 
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